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The expansion of the Universe is 

accelerating

"for the discovery of the 

accelerating expansion 

of the Universe through 

observations of distant 

supernovae"
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The Universe today

Cosmological 
constant? New scalar 

field?

Modification 
of gravity?
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The cosmological constant problem

The Einstein equations:

The energy density of the vacuum looks like a cosmological 

constant

Observed value: Expected value:



The Universe today

Cosmological 
constant? New scalar 

field?

Modification 
of gravity?
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Dark energy vs modifications of gravity

Is this an unnecessary distinction?

Many modifications of gravity introduce new scalar 

degrees of freedom



Dark energy vs modifications of gravity

• A massive graviton has more degrees of freedom 
than a massless one

– At low energies one of these behaves like an 
additional scalar mode

• f(R) theories contain an extra scalar degree of 
freedom because of the presence of higher 

derivatives

• Many brane world models there is an extra scalar 
mode corresponding to the position of the brane in 

the extra dimension



Light scalar fields

Whatever is causing  the acceleration of the expansion 

of the universe today must be coherent across the 

observable universe

– This corresponds to very light masses



DARK ENERGY INTERACTIONS



Interactions with matter are unavoidable

No symmetry can prevent all couplings to the Standard 

Model

Even if dark energy is in a ‘dark sector’ there will still 

be interactions mediated by gravity



What’s the problem with scalar fields?

It is hard to introduce a new scalar field that does not 
couple to matter fields at least at the Planck scale

Bosons that couple to matter mediate forces

We do not see any fifth forces or modifications of 
gravity in the laboratory or in the Solar System



Results of the Eöt-Wash experiment at the University of Washington



Is Dark Energy a chameleon?

Picture credit: Habib M’henni



Example: The Symmetron

Lagrangian:

The scalar field feels an effective potential

14(Hinterbichler, Khoury, 2010)



Example: The Symmetron
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Low Density High Density



Example: The Symmetron

Perturbations around the background

Lagrangian:

In low density regions

In high density regions



Screening mechanisms

Start with a non-linear scalar field theory

– Solve the equations of motion for the background 

The Lagrangian for fluctuations (to second order):
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Large Z makes it 

hard for the scalar 

to propagate

- Galileons

- Massive gravity

- Vainshtein

mechanism

Large m means the 

scalar only 

propagates over 

shorter distances

- Chameleon

Small β makes the 

interaction with 

matter fields 

weaker

- Symmetron



Interactions with photons (and other gauge fields) are 

also generated

Predictions for the energy scales of the couplings are 

very model dependent

– Can be Planck scale

– Can be much lower, eg in massive gravity the 

disformal coupling of the scalar component has 

energy scale

Interactions with Standard Model fields



LABORATORY SEARCHES AT 

THE ENERGY FRONTIER



Scalar Bremsstrahlung

Contribution to the width of Z decay

Decay rate:

– Prediction from the Standard Model:

– Measurement at LEP:

Dark Energy correction  negligible if 

(Brax, CB, Davis, Seery, Weltman. 2009)



(Brax, CB, Davis, Seery, Weltman. 2009)

Corrections to Electroweak Processes



Constraints on scalar couplings from EW precision 

observables at LEP

Electroweak precision observables

(Brax, CB, Davis, Seery, Weltman. 2009)



LABORATORY SEARCHES AT 

THE PRECISION FRONTIER



Perturbations of the scalar fields are sourced by

– Nuclear electric field

– Density of the atomic nucleus

Fermion masses are scalar field 

dependent

Leads to a perturbed Schrodinger

equation

Atomic precision measurements

(Brax, CB. 2010)



Atomic precision measurements

Perturbed atomic energy levels

1 sigma uncertainty on the 1s 

to 2s transition in hydrogen

~

Constrains:



Neutronic quantum bouncer

Experiments to observe the quantum states of 

neutrons trapped in the Earth’s gravitational field

– Energy levels are quantised

– Current best measurements from GRANIT

Ultra cold neutrons with speeds ~m/s can be reflected 

by a mirror

(Brax, Pignol. 2011)



Neutronic quantum bouncer

For chameleon models with potentials 



LABORATORY SEARCHES AT 

THE INTENSITY FRONTIER



Light shining through walls

The scalar coupling

Leads to light shining through walls







Constraints on the coupling

(Ehret et al. 2010)



Conclusions

• Dark energy couples to Standard Model particles

• Laboratory experiments can be used to search for 

and constrain dark energy

– Low-energy high-precision experiments can be more 

constraining that particle colliders

• We can also use astronomical observations

• There are many more experiments that could study 

dark energy!


